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Rates of Convergence for Bivariate Extremes
L. de Haan and L. Peng
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Under a second order regular variation condition, rates of convergence of the dis-
tribution of bivariate extreme order statistics to its limit distribution are given both
in the total variation metric and in the uniform metric.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let [(Xn , Yn), n1] be independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random vectors with common distribution function F. Suppose F is in the
domain of attraction of an extreme value distribution, i.e., there exist
constants an>0, cn>0, bn , and dn such that
F n(an x+bn , cn y+dn)  G(x, y) (1.1)
for (x, y) # R2, where G has non-degenerate marginal distributions, i.e.,
P {maxin Xi&bnan x,
maxin yi&dn
cn
 y= G(x, y) (n  ).
Then G(x, ) and G(, x) are extreme value distributions. Therefore,
without loss of generality we can assume
G(x, )=exp[&(1+#1x)&1#1]
G(, y)=exp[&(1+#2y)&1#2]
for some #1 , #2 # R and 1+#1x>0, 1+#2 y>0.
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There have been two common ways to measure the rate of convergence
connected with weak convergence. The first is to use the uniform metric
between the distribution functions F n(anx+bn , cn y+dn) and G(x, y):
D n :=sup
x, y
|F n(anx+bn , cny+dn)&G(x, y)|. (1.2)
Note that G is always continuous (see Resnick, 1987) so that the definition
makes sense. This metric has been considered by Omey and Rachev (1991).
They provide upper bounds for D n in a general context.
The uniform metric however is of limited value, especially in the two-
dimensional situation, since it only deals with semi-infinite rectangles. The
second metric is the total variation metric
Dn :=2 sup





cn + # A=&G(A) }
where the supremum is taken over the Borel sets of R2 and G is the
measure of A corresponding to the distribution function G(x, y). This
metric is emphasized by Reiss and co-workers (see e.g. Reiss, 1989, and
Kaufmann and Reiss 1995). It is a strong informative metric since it says
that all events determined by the vector of the maxima have probabilities
close to the limiting probabilities under G. In case F has a density, we can









F n(anx+bn , cny+dn)&
2
x y
G(x, y) } dx dy. (1.3)
We shall concentrate on the total variation metric Dn but will give results
on D n too.
Next we set out to explain our conditions and results.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) are well-known (see
Resnick, 1987, Chap. 5). These conditions can be taken apart into condi-
tions on the convergence of the marginal distributions and conditions on
the convergence of a standardized form of the joint distribution in the
following way: Eq. (1.1) holds if and only if F(x, ) :=F1(x) (or









#2 +=: q(x, y), (1.4)
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where g(x, y) :=&log F( f1(x), f2( y)) with
f1(x) :=\ 1&log F1+
&
(x) and f2( y) :=\ 1&log F2+
&
( y)
(note that ( } )& denotes the inverse function). Define G0(x, y) :=
G((x#1&1)#1 , ( y#2&1)#2) and p(x, y) := &log G(x, y). Necessary and
sufficient conditions for the convergence of the marginal distributions are
lim
t  






for x>0, i=1, 2, where :i (t) are suitably chosen positive functions.
Since we will be dealing with densities, it is fitting to reformulate these
conditions in terms of conditions for the densities. Well-known (von Mises









uniformly for (x, y) # Q with
Q :=[(x, y) : x2+ y2=1, x>0, y>0]






for x>0, i=1, 2 (in words, f $i is regularly varying at infinity with index
#i&1, notation f $i # RV#i&1).
Now, in order to get a rate of convergence result in (1.1), we need to
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for all u, v>0 and uniformly on








=Hi (x) (i=1, 2), (1.9)
for all x>0, where A(t)>0, A(t)  0 as t  , _, is bounded on F, and
the Hi are non-constant (i=1, 2).
We shall prove (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1) that, if (1.8) and (1.9)









exist. We identify the limit in both cases. It will be shown that An is a
regularly varying sequence with index \0, so that a polynomial or a
(\=0) much slower convergence rate results.
The results parallel those in the one-dimensional case (de Haan and
Resnick, 1996). Also, as in the one-dimensional case, comparison with rate
of convergence results obtained by point process methods (see Kaufmann
and Reiss, 1995) reveals that in the later case there is an extra O(1n) term
in the upper bound, which makes the upper bound too large in many cases.
In Section 2 inequalities are derived which are basic for the proofs of the
main theorems. In Section 3 the main results are stated and proved.
Section 5 discusses the higher dimensional (Rd, d>2) situation.
2. SECOND ORDER REGULAR VARIATION








holds for all u, v>0 and uniformly on
F=: [(u, v) : u2+v2=1, u, v>0]
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and that














hold for x>0, where A(t)>0, A(t)  0 as t  , _ is bounded on F and
H1 and H2 are non-constant.










where Ci{0, i=1, 2.
Proof. By (2.2), A(t)  0 as t  , and Theorem 1.9 of Geluk and de Haan
(1987), there exists \0 such that (2.3) holds. This completes the proof. K
Lemma 2.2. Suppose (2.2) holds. Define
















+=+x\e&= |log x| \1\+=+ ,
(1+=)





Then for any =>0 such that
=={<min \&\, &
1
\+ , if \<0, (2.4)
<1, if \=0,
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there exists t0>0 such that tt0 and txt0 ; we then have





x#i&1W(x ; \, =) (2.5)
where i=1, 2.
Proof. Define li (x)=x1&#i f $i (x), i=1, 2. If \<0, by (2.2) and
Theorem 1.10 of Geluk and de Haan (1987) we have
li ()=: lim
t  
li (t) exists and li ()&li (t) # RV\ . (2.6)






li (tx)&li ()&li (t)&li ())
li (t)&li ()
li (t)&li ()






t1&#i f $i (t) CiA(t)
=A\. (2.8)
Using (2.7), (2.8), and Potter bounds (see Bingham et al. 1987), we get that
(2.5) holds for \<0. We can easily get that relation (2.5) holds for \=0
from Proposition 1.19.4 of Geluk and de Haan (1987). This completes the
proof. K
Lemma 2.3. Suppose (2.2) holds. Then
{ limt  









Hi (s) ds, if #i0
lim
t  









Hi (s) ds, if #i<0,
(2.9)
and for any =>0 satisfying (2.4), there exists t0>0 such that for tt0 ,
txt0 we have
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s#i&1w(s ; \, =) ds













s#i&1W(s ; \, =) ds














s#i&1W(s ; \, =) ds









x#i&1w(x ; \, =) ds (if #i<0)
where i=1, 2.
Proof. Using (2.5) we can get (2.9). The proof of the inequalities is
similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2. K
Corollary 2.1. Suppose (2.2) holds. Then for any =>0 satisfying
(2.10), there exists t0>0 such that for tt0 , txt0 we have
}





A(t) }K (i)1 x#i+\+=+K (i)2 x#i+\&=+K (i)3 (if #i0)
and
}





A(t) }K (i)1 x#i+\+=+K (i)2 x#i+\&=
(if #i<0)
where K (i)1 , K
(i)
2 , and K
(i)
3 are positive constants and i=1, 2.
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Proof. It follows easily form Lemma 2.3. K






hence for any a>0,
\ 
2q
x y+ (au, av)=a&3 \
2q
x y+ (u, v). (2.10)
Combining (2.1) and A(t) # RV\ , we have for any a>0 that
_(au, av)=a&1&\_(u, v). (2.11)
Lemma 2.4. Suppose (2.1) and (2.2) hold. For any 0<=<1, there exists
t0>0 such that if tt0 , t- u&2+v&2t0 , and u, v>0, we have
u&2v&2(_(u~ , v~ )&=)(1&= sgn(_(u~ , v~ )&=))






u&2v&2(_(u~ , v~ )+=)(1+= sgn(_(u~ , v~ )+=))
_(- u&2+v&2)&1&\ e= sgn(_(u~ , v~ )+=) |log - u&2+v&2|
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A \ t- u&2+v&2+
A(t)
_


















A \ t- r&2+v&2+
,
using (2.1), A(t) # RV\ , and Potter bounds (see Bingham et al. 1987, we
can obtain Lemma 2.4. K






















































x y+ (tx, ty)&\
2q
x y+ (1x), 1y& dx dy
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and
sup





















holds for all u, v>0 and uniformly on F. By (2.11) and the fact that _ is
bounded on F, _1 is bounded on F. We can get the rest similarly. K





x+ (au, av)=a&2 \
q
x+ (u, v)





{_2(au, av)=a&\_2(u, v) (2.13)_3(au, av)=a&\_3(u, v).
Lemma 2.6. Suppose (2.1) and (2.2) hold. For any 0<=<1, there exists
t0>0 such that if tt0 , t- u&2+v&2t0 , and u, v>0, we have
(_1(u~ , v~ )&=)(1&= sgn(_(1u~ , v~ )&=))




(_1(u~ , v~ )+=)(1+= sgn(_1(u~ , v~ )+=))
_(- u&2+v&2)1&\ e= sgn(_1(u~ , v~ )+=) |log - u&2+v&2|;
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u&2(_2(u~ , v~ )&=)(1&= sgn(_2(u~ , v~ )&=))






u&2(_2(u~ , v~ )+=)(1+= sgn(_2(u~ , v~ )+=))
_(- u&2+v&2)&\ e= sgn(_2(u~ , v~ )+=) |log - u&2+v&2|;
v&2(_3(u~ , v~ )&=)(1&= sgn(_3(u~ , v~ )&=))






v&2(_3(u~ , v~ )+=)(1+= sgn(_3(u~ , v~ )+=))
_(- u&2+v&2)&\ e= sgn(_3(u~ , v~ )+=) |log - u&2+v&2|










g \ tu~ - u&2+v&2 ,
t






A \ t- u&2+v&2+
,
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A \ t- u&2+v&2+
A(t)
_





















A \ t- u&2+v&2+
A(t)
_














A \ t- u&2+v&2+
,
using Lemma 2.5, A(t) # RV\ , and Potter bounds (see Bingham et al.,
1987), we can obtain Lemma 2.6. K




{u 3u2 v G0(1u, 1v)v 3
u v2
G0(1u, 1v)
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{u 3u2 v q(1u, 1v)v 3
u v2
q(1u, 1v)




x y+ (1u, 1v)
{ 1u3v2 \ 3qx2 y+ (1u, 1v)1
u2v3 \
3q
x y2+ (1u, 1v)
are bounded on F.
Proof. Using (u) q(u, v)0, (v) q(u, v)0, and (2u v) q(u, v)
0 (see Proposition 5.3 of Resnick 1987), we have









} v q(1u, 1v) }<. (2.15)
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and G0(1u, 1v) is positive on F, we get that (2u v) q(1u, 1v) is
bounded on F. Since (u) q(1u, 1v)=&(1u2)(qx)(1u, 1v) is a
homogeneous function with index 0, using Euler’s relation of homogeneous
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is bounded on F. This completes the proof. K
3. TOTAL VARIATION METRIC










F n(an x+bn , cn y+dn)&
2
x y
G(x, y) } dx dy
as n  .
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[_1(1u, 1v) G(u, v)]































#2 + } du dv
<, (3.1)
where H i (u)=1(#i0) u0 Hi (s) ds&1(#i<0) 

u Hi (s) ds, i=1, 2, and 1(E)
denotes the indicator function of the set E.
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Proof. First we write Dn in a more convenient form. We write








































|In(u, v)&Jn(u, v)| du dv. (3.2)








































































u v=_[&(qn&q) e&%n(qn&q)] G0(u, v) (3.3)
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+u#1&1 _nf $2(nv)c(n) &v#2&1& Mn(u, v)




























=: J (1)n (u, v)+ } } } +J
(7)
n (u, v) (3.4)
where

























x y2+ (xn , yn)
=: M (1)n (u, v)+M
(2)
n (u, v), (3.5)
xn=%n*( f1(nu)&b(n))a(n)+(1&%n*)(u#1&1)#1 , and yn=%n**( f2(nv)&
d(n))c(n)+(1&%n**)(v#2&1)#2 , 0%n*, %n**1. Thus from (2.1), (2.2),
(3.3), (3.4), (3.5), Lemma 2.1, and Lemma 2.5, we know that
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#2 + . (3.7)
Define
Bn=: {(u, v) : 1&log A2(n)u, v
1
A2(n)= .
First, we shall prove
||
Bn






|I&J | du dv
<. (3.8)
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In order to prove (3.8), noting (3.6) and (3.7), we only need to prove that
{In(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n)Jn(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n)




  for all (u, v) # Bn .
From Lemma 2.6, for any 0<=<1, as n is large enough, we have
e&%n(qn&q)e= uniformly on Bn . (3.9)
From Lemma 2.6, for any = # (0, 1), there exists n0 such that if nn0 ,








(qn&q) G0(u, v) }
[[|_2(u~ , v~ )|+=](1+=)(- u&2+v&2)&\ u&2e= |log
- u&2+v&2|]
_[[|_3(u~ , v~ )|+=]
_(1+=)(- u&2+v&2)&\ v&2e= |log - u&2+v&2|] G0(u, v)
=O((- u&2+v&2)&2\ u&2v&2e2= |log - u&2+v&2|G0(u, v))
=: O(I (1)(u, v))
where u~ =u&1- u&2+v&2 and v~ =v&1- u&2+v&2. Set
u&1=r sin % and v&1=r cos %.














r1&2\e2= |log r|Gr0 \ 1sin % ,
1
cos %+ dr d%
<. (3.10)
Noting (3.9), similar to the proof of (3.10), we can prove that every term
of In(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n) is controlled by some absolutely integrable function.
Thus we know that In(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n) is controlled by some absolutely
integrable function.
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Next we shall prove that Jn(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n) is also controlled by some
absolutely integrable function.





























x2+ (u, v) u+(1&#1) \
q
x+ (u, v)& u1&2#1













x2 y+ (u, v) u+(1&#1) \
2q











x y2+ (u, v) v+(1&#2) \
2q
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uniformly on Bn . Then for any = # (0, 12), we have
1&=:n(u)1+= and 1&=;n(v)1+= (3.18)
uniformly on Bn . Thus
\ 
3G
























J (4)n (u, v)
=u#1&1v#2&1Mn(u, v)




x2 y+ (xn , yn)




x y2+ (xn , yn).
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The first term can be decomposed using (3.16). We consider just one of the
terms:




x2 y+ (xn , yn) G(xn , yn).
This can be further decomposed using (3.13). Again we just consider one
of the terms:
mn(u, v)
=: &u#1&1v#2&1 _ f1(nu)&b(n)a(n) &
u#1&1
#1 &
_:n(u) u \ 
3q
x2 y+ (:n(u) u, ;n(v) v)
_[:n(u) u]1&2#1 [;n(v) v]1&#2 G0(:n(u) u, ;n(v) v)
=&u#1&1v#2&1 _ f1(nu)&b(n)a(n) &
u#1&1
#1 &
_:n(u) u[ln(u, v)]4 \ 
3q
x2 y+ (1u^, 1v^)
_[:n(u) u]1&2#1 [;n(v) v]1&#2 G0(:n(u) u, ;n(v) v).









#1 } G0(2u, 2v)+ .













u&#11(#10) G0(2u, 2v)+ .
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r#1(sin %)#1 1(#10)[G0(1sin %, 1cos %)]r2 dr d%
<.
So we know mn(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n) is controlled by some absolutely integrable
function. Similarly, we can prove that every term of
Jn(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n)
is controlled by some absolutely integrable function. Thus we have that
Jn(u, v) 1(Bn)A(n)
is controlled by some absolutely integrable function. Therefore we get (3.8).





} In(u, v)&Jn(u, v)A(n) } du dv  0 (3.20)
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A(n) } du dv
+||
v &1log A2(n) }
In(u, v)















e&q(u, v) du dvA(n)
=F n \ f1 \ n&log A2(n)+ , +<A(n)












e&q(u, v) du dvA(n)
=_1&F n \ f1 \ nA2(n)+ , +&<A(n)
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Similarly, we can get that I3  0 and I4  0. Similar to the proof of









G \ f1(nu)&b(n)a(n) ,
f2(nv)&d(n)





G0(u, v) du dvA(n)
















G \ f1(nu)&b(n)a(n) ,
f2(nv)&d(n)

























A(n) } du dv  0, K
thus we get (3.20). This completes the proof. K
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4. UNIFORM METRIC




|F n(anx+bn , cny+dn)&G(x, y)|
as n  . First we write D n in a more convenient form. We write
x=( f1(nu)&bn)an and y=( f2(nv)&dn)cn . This defines u and v. Then
D n=sup
x, y
|F n(anx+bn , cny+dn)&G(x, y)|
= sup





cn + } .
We will work with the latter form of D n .
Note that for fixed (u, v), by Lemma 2.5,





 &e&q(u, v)=&G0(u, v)(n  ).
Hence for fixed (u, v) by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5
{F n( f1(nu), f2(nv))&G \ f1(nu)&bnan ,
f2(nv)&dn
cn +=<A(n)
=[F n( f1(nu), f2(, v))&G0(u, v)]A(n)
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The following theorem shows that in fact this limit holds uniformly for
u, v>0.





























uniformly on [(u, v) : u, v>0], and
lim
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. We write
F n( f1(nu), f2(nv))&G \ f1(nu)&bnan ,
f2(nv)&dn
cn +
=[F n( f1(nu), f2(nv))&G0(u, v)]
&_G \ f1(nu)&bnan ,
f2(nv)&dn
cn +&G0(u, v)&
=: In(u, v)&Jn(u, v). (4.3)
Define
En={(u, v) : u, v 1&log A2(n)=
and qn(u, v)=ng(nu, nv). Let Ecn denote the complementary set of the set





















elog A2(n)  0.
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In(u, v)=e&qn(u, v)&e&q(u, v)
=&[qn(u, v)&q(u, v)] e&%n(qn(u, v)&q(u, v))G0(u, v) (4.5)
where 0%n1. Obviously, we have
{
n- u&2+v&2  
(- u&2+v&2)m A(n)  0
(4.6)
uniformly for (u, v) # En and any positive real number m. So from
Lemma 2.6 and (4.6), for any = # (0, 1), as n is large enough, we have
e&=e&%n(qn&q)e= (4.7)




 &_1(1u, 1v) G0(u, v)
uniformly on En ; combining this with (4.4), we have
In(u, v)
A(n)
 &_1(1u, 1v) G0(u, v) (4.8)
uniformly on [(u, v) : u, v>0].
We write









y+ (xn , yn) (4.9)
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where xn=%n*( f1(nu)&bn)an+(1&%n*)(u#1&1)#1 , yn=%n**( f2(nv)&dn)
cn+(1&%n**)(v#2&1)#2 , 0%n*, %n**1. Define
E n=: {(u, v) : 1&log A2(n)u, v
1
A2(n)=












#2 + G0(u, v)
=&\qx+ (u, v) u1&#1G0(u, v). (4.10)

























uniformly on E n . Then for any = # (0, 12), we have
1&=:n(u)1+= and 1&=;n(v)1+= (4.12)
uniformly on E n . By (4.10) and noting that
\qx+ (au, av)=a&2 \
q
x+ (u, v) for any a, u, v>0,
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we have







=&(:n(u) u)1&#1 \qx+ (:n(u) u, ;n(v) v) G0(:n(u) u, ;n(v) v)
=&(:n(u) u)&#1&1 \qx+\1,
;n(v) v
:n(u) u+ G0(:n(u) u, ;n(v) v). (4.13)
Using qu0 and 2qu v0 (see Proposition 5.3 of Resnick, 1987),
for any 0<=<12 we have
&\qx+\1,
(1&=) v
(1+=) u+ G0((1&=) u, (1&=) v)
&\qx+\1,
;n(v) v
:n(u) u+ G0(:n(u) u, ;n(v) v)
&\qx+\1,
(1+=) v
(1&=) u+ G0((1+=) u, (1+=) v) (4.14)
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u1&log A2(n) _G \
f1(nu)&bn
an























v1&log A2(n) _G \,
f2(nv)&dn













dn ++G0(, v)& ,
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Combining (4.8), (4.17), and (4.18), we get (4.1). Noting (4.10) and
supF G0(u, v)<1, it is easy to get
sup
u, v>0
|_(u, v) G0(u, v)|
= sup
































where u~ =u&1- u&2+v&2 and v~ =v&1- u&2+v&2. This completes the
proof. K
5. d-DIMENSIONAL CASE IN UNIFORM METRIC
Let [Xn=(X (1)n , ..., X
(d )
n ), n1] be independent random vectors with
common distribution F(x) in Rd (d2) and the marginal distributions of
F(x) be F1 , ..., Fd so that F1(x)=F(x, , ..., ), and so on. Assume that
there exist normalizing constants a (i)n >0, b
(i)
n # R, 1id, n1, such that
as n  ,
F n(a (1)n x
(1)+b (1)n , ..., a
(d )
n x
(d )+b (d )n )  G(x), (5.1)
and the limit distribution G is such that each marginal Gi , i=1, ..., d
is non-degenerate. Set fi=(1(&log Fi))&, i=1, ..., d. Without loss of
generality, we can assume the marginal distributions G1 , ..., Gd of G to be
such that
Gi (x(i))=exp[&(1+#i x(i))&1#i]
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Let














holds on [u : ui>0, i=1, ..., d] and uniformly on
F=: \u : :
d
j=1








=Hi (x), i=1, ..., d, (5.3)
hold for x>0, where A(t) has constant sign near infinity and A(t)  0 as
t  , _(u) is positive and bounded on F, and Hi , i=1, ..., d are non-
constant.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose (5.2) and (5.3) hold and G has a continuous
density. Let
a (i)n =nf $i (n)
b (i)n ={ fi (n)fi ()+#&1i a (i)n
if #i0,
if #i<0
where i=1, ..., d. Then we have
lim
n  




fd (nu(d))&b (d )n
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uniformly on [u : u(i)>0, i=1, ..., d], and
lim




u>0 }&_(u) G0(u)& :
d
i=1


















and i=1, ..., d.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. K
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